
UB600 PRO Walk Through Metal Detector

Alarm strength indicator on 

control panel；

Password protection, only the 

authorized person can operate.

Harmless to human body: 

 harmless with heart pacemaker, 

pregnant women, magnetic 

floppy, recording tapes, etc.

Program Self-diagnostic when 

power on,no need initial or 

periodic calibration;

LCD screen, English operating 

software, easy to operate

Easy assembly: designed with only 2 

pieces cables and 8 screws, 

simply-to-follow instruction

Using high density fireproof 

material；

Modularization design,easy for 

maintenance and replacement

Automatically count passengers 

and alarm times

18 zones, Sensitivity adjustable: 

Each zone has 256 sensitivity 

level
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580mm

The UB600 PRO Access Control Panel is designed for use 

by authorized personnel with specific, multi-level security 

with password protection, only the authorized person can 

operate；Sound & LED alarm: Both Side LED indicator 

,easily show where the metal is, Automatically count pas-

sengers and alarm times.

2200mm

PRODUCT 
POINT:

Carton Dimension L*W*H (mm)  

Door Panel : 2290*560*190 mm 

Control Unit :760*380*260 mm

Gross weight :65KG
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USAGE CONDITION

UB600 PRO

PRODUCT DETAILS

PRODUCT PACKAGING

Pinpoint Zone Detection

The exclusive multiple target pinpointing with 18 zones 

standard shows precise target location on the left, center 

and right side of the body from head to toe.

Program

When the program is self-diagnostic, it does not require When the program is self-diagnostic, it does not require 

initial or periodic calibration,modularization design,easy for 

maintenance and replacement.

Installation

The UB600 PRO design only 2 cables and 8 screws, opera-

tion instructions are simple. High density refractories are 

used to make the product stronger.
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SHENZHEN UNISEC TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD

Fatory: 8/F Building F6, Juyin Science and Technology 

Industrial Park, No. 1  Ganli  road,Jihua street, Long-

gang district, Shenzhen China

Tel: +086-0755-28793799  Fax: +086-0755-28791799

Contact us:

Recycling

We will arrange the most suitable logistics according to 

the actual situation and the customer's requirements. 

Our packing is very tight to prevent any breakage 

during shipment.

UB600 PRO Walk Through Metal Detector


